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A Switched Systems Framework for Path
Following With Intermittent State Feedback

Hsi-Yuan Chen , Zachary I. Bell, Patryk Deptula , and Warren E. Dixon

Abstract—In many applications, autonomous agents are
tasked with operating in regions where state feedback
is unavailable. Inspired by such applications, a novel
switched systems-based framework is developed for uncer-
tain nonlinear systems subjected to temporary loss of state
feedback. The framework developed in this letter facili-
tates the use of a predictor when state estimates are not
available, and the use of an observer or a reset map
when feedback becomes available. Maximum and minimum
dwell-time conditions are derived via a Lyapunov-based
switched systems analysis to ensure stability for the overall
switched system. An approach for designing a novel aux-
iliary trajectory is provided to guide the agent in and out
of the feedback denied region while adhering to dwell-time
conditions. Experimental results are presented to demon-
strate the performance of an example controller with an
example predictor and observer or reset map using a
quadcopter.

Index Terms—Intermittent state feedback, switched
systems framework, dwell-time conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN MANY scenarios, factors such as task definition, operat-
ing environment, or sensor modality can result in temporary

loss of feedback for autonomous agents (e.g., communica-
tion may be limited or feedback may be provided by sensors
such as cameras which are limited by sensing distance and
field-of-view (FOV) constraints, and are vulnerable to occlu-
sions). Such factors have motivated the development of various
path planning and control methods that seek uninterrupted
feedback (see [1]–[9]), where the desired trajectory or behav-
ior of such systems is inherently constrained. As illustrated
in [10]–[12], systems with nonholonomic constraints may
experience limited, sharp-angled or non-smooth trajectories to
keep a navigational landmark in the FOV using a visual ser-
voing approach. In lieu of constraining the system to ensure
uninterrupted feedback, the framework in this letter allows
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intermittent loss of state feedback for systems tasked with fol-
lowing paths that lie completely outside of a feedback region.
Some applications where this framework is useful include
underwater operations that require vehicles to resurface to
acquire GPS, navigation within urban canyons where GPS is
occluded, and exploration of areas where absolute positioning
systems have not been established.

Previous literature from multiple communities have investi-
gated approaches to allow intermittent loss of state feedback.
For systems that utilize feedback from an imaging sensor,
results such as [13] and [14] demonstrated a daisy-chaining
approach where new landmarks or image features are local-
ized with respect to the world frame and are used to provide
state estimates when previous landmarks or features leave the
FOV. However, the accuracy of the state estimate degrades
over time in the presence of measurement noise and distur-
bances in the dynamics. Similarly, conventional approaches to
the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem
(see [15]–[17]) use relationships between features or land-
marks in a feature-rich environment with sufficient mea-
surements to estimate the state of a system. A well-known
drawback with SLAM algorithms is the proneness to drift in
estimates caused by the accumulation of measurement noise
(see [18], [19]). Typically, global loop closure algorithms are
adopted to compensate for the accumulated error, but such
algorithms are generally computationally intensive and can-
not be performed in real time. The framework developed in
this letter compensates for the error accumulation from dis-
turbances, and a set of stabilizing conditions are provided to
ensure global loop closures are achieved with respect to known
landmarks or maps within a bounded estimation error.

Stochastic approaches typically model the intermittent loss
of measurement as a random process with a known proba-
bility (see [20], [21]). The typical control objective for such
systems is asymptotic convergence of the expected value of
the estimation error in a probabilistic sense.1

In the network control systems community, results such
as [23]–[25] utilize models of the controlled systems to prop-
agate state estimates when feedback is unavailable. Typically,
a decision maker is utilized to determine when to broadcast
sensor information (i.e., sensor information is available to the

1Although the objective in this letter is to purposefully leave the feedback
region intermittently, random loss of state feedback could also be considered
when the agent is inside the feedback region, such as modeled in [22], where
the behavior of the actual tracking and estimation errors are examined.
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agent wherever the agent is, provided some decision maker
indicates that the information should be broadcast). In this
letter, the availability of sensor information is based on the
region in which the actual states are located, which intro-
duces a unique constraint of state-based feedback availability
(i.e., even if a decision maker indicates that state information
should be made available, the agent still has to leave its cur-
rent objective to return to a region where it can obtain state
information).

In comparison to previous approaches, the result in this
letter examines the challenge of intermittent feedback and
the challenge of navigating an agent to a feedback avail-
able region while guaranteeing stability of the actual tracking
and estimation errors. Specifically, the approach in this let-
ter leverages switched systems methods to develop stabilizing
conditions for an agent that temporarily leaves a region
where feedback is available. In general, the stability of a
switched system is achieved by imposing switching condi-
tions on the subsystems to enforce a decrease in the overall
Lyapunov function across switching instants. For slow, time-
based switches, the switching conditions typically manifest as
(average) dwell-time conditions, specifying the duration for
which each subsystem must remain active [26]. In [27], an
average dwell-time condition for switched systems with linear
time invariant (LTI) stable and unstable subsystems is devel-
oped. Similarly, dwell-time conditions for nonlinear switched
systems with exponentially stable and unstable subsystems
were investigated in [28]. However, [27] also indicated that
dwell-time conditions typically require the stable subsystems
to be activated longer than the unstable subsystems. In [22],
a switched systems framework for an image-based observer
is developed where image features are intermittently occluded
or leave the sensor FOV. An average dwell-time condition is
provided to guarantee the convergence of the estimation error.

The most similar result to this letter is in [29] and [30].
The objective in [29] is to regulate a nonholonomic vehicle
to a set-point by intermittently viewing a landmark, and the
objective in [30] is for a holonomic agent to follow a path
that lies outside a feedback region. However, the develop-
ments in [29] and [30] are control designs where the analysis
dictates specific feedback and adaptive update laws, which
constrain the system design. Furthermore, both results use spe-
cific observers dictated by the analysis require a minimum
dwell-time when state feedback is available.

A novelty of the approach in this letter is the relaxation of
the necessity to alter existing controllers and associated stabil-
ity analysis, while maximizing the amount of time the agent
is allowed in the feedback-denied environment. Furthermore,
the current result allows a reset map to be used with no min-
imum dwell-time condition. These contributions allow a wide
class of controllers, observers, or predictors to be used, and
allows the agent to spend more time following the path in the
feedback denied region. Using Lyapunov-based stability meth-
ods, a framework is developed to allow state estimators and
predictors to be used when state feedback is or is not avail-
able, respectively, and switched systems analysis determines
the stabilizing dwell-time conditions based on a prescribed
tolerance on the tracking error. According to the developed

dwell-time conditions, an auxiliary trajectory is designed to
guide the nonlinear dynamic system in and out of the feedback
denied region so that the overall system remains stable. Two
experiments using a quadcopter are provided to demonstrate
the performance of the approach.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a nonlinear dynamic system subjected to an
exogenous disturbance as

ẋ(t) = f (x(t), t) + v(x(t), t) + d(t), (1)

where x(t), ẋ(t) ∈ R
n denote a generalized state and its time

derivative, f : R
n × R → R

n denotes the locally Lipschitz
dynamics, v(x(t), t) ∈ R

n is the control input, and d(t) ∈ R
n

is a bounded exogenous disturbance, where ‖d(t)‖ ≤ d̄ ∈ R>0
with n ∈ N and t ∈ R≥0.

III. STATE ESTIMATION AND CONTROL OBJECTIVE

The objective is to enable an agent to follow a desired path,
denoted by xd, that lies completely outside of a region where
feedback is available. Specifically, a known feedback region is
denoted by a compact set F ⊂ R

n, and the region outside of
the feedback region, denoted by Fc, is the compliment of F .
Feedback is available when x(t) ∈ F and unavailable when
x(t) ∈ Fc with xd ⊂ Fc. Since x(t) is required to leave F
to follow xd, a state estimate x̂(t) ∈ R

n is utilized to provide
an estimate of x(t). However, since open-loop estimators for
unstable systems may diverge, the agent must occasionally
return to the feedback region F to ensure the estimation error
remains bounded. Since the agent is required to intermittently
depart from following xd to obtain feedback, a novel auxiliary
trajectory, denoted by xσ (t) ∈ R

n, is developed to guide the
agent between F and xd. The design of xσ (t) is motivated by
the desire to maximize the time x(t) follows xd, while adhering
to subsequently developed dwell-time conditions. Given these
objectives, three error systems are defined as

e(t) � x(t) − xσ (t), (2)

ê(t) � x̂(t) − xσ (t), (3)

ẽ(t) � x(t) − x̂(t), (4)

where e(t) is the actual tracking error, ê(t) is the estimate
tracking error, and ẽ(t) is the state estimation error. When
x(t) ∈ F , the objective is to regulate all three error systems.
When x(t) ∈ Fc, state feedback is no longer available, and the
objective is to regulate ê(t); however, ẽ(t) may become unsta-
ble due to the lack of state feedback, and therefore, e(t) may
become unstable. As a result of potential instabilities when
x(t) ∈ Fc, another challenge in this letter is to ensure e(t)
does not grow beyond an application-based, desired bound
while simultaneously maximizing the time x(t) ∈ Fc where
x(t) follows xd. To facilitate the subsequent development, let
p ∈ P � {a, u}, where a is an index for the subsystem with
available state feedback, and u is an index for the subsystem
without state feedback.

Assumption 1: The system is initialized in a feedback
region (i.e., x(0) ∈ F).
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IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS

To illustrate framework development, consider any design of
nonlinear controllers, observers (when p = a) and predictors
(when p = u) that yield a family of closed-loop error dynamics
of the forms

ė(t) =
{

ge,p(v(x, t), t), p = a,

ge,p
(
v(x̂, t), t

)
, p = u,

(5)

˙̂e(t) =
{

gê,p(v(x, t), t), p = a,

gê,p
(
v(x̂, t), t

)
, p = u,

(6)

˙̃e(t) = gẽ,p
(
x, x̂, t

)
, ∀p, (7)

where ge,p, gê,p : R
n × [0,∞) → R

n are nonlinear functions
that depend on the controller, gẽ,p : R

n×R
n×[0,∞) → R

n is a
nonlinear function that depends on the observer and predictor,
and satisfy the following assumption.

Assumption 2: The origins of the error systems e(t) =
ẽ(t) = 0 is uniformly exponentially stable when p = a, and the
origin of the error system ê(t) = 0 is uniformly exponentially
stable when p = u. Furthermore, there exist three first-
order differentiable, positive-definite candidate Lyapunov-like
functions Ve(e(t)), Vê(ê(t)), Vẽ(ẽ(t)) : R

n → R such that

V̇e(e(t)) ≤ −2λsVe(e(t)), p = a, (8)

V̇ê(ê(t)) ≤ −2λsVê(ê(t)), p = u, (9)

V̇ẽ(ẽ(t)) ≤
{−2λẽVẽ(ẽ(t)), p = a,

2λuVẽ(ẽ(t)) + δ, p = u,
(10)

where λs, λẽ, λu, δ ∈ R>0 are known, positive constants.
To further facilitate the analysis for the switched system, let

the time of the ith instance when x(t) transitions from Fc to
F and from Fc to F be denoted by tai ∈ R≥0 and tui ∈ R>0,
respectively, for i ∈ N. Based on the switching instants, dwell-
time of the ith activation of the subsystems a and u are defined
as �tai � tui − tai ∈ R>0 and �tui � tai+1 − tui ∈ R>0,
respectively. To ensure the tracking error is bounded, a mini-
mum threshold êT ∈ R>0 on ‖ê(t)‖ and a desired maximum
bound eM ≥ 2êT on ‖e(t)‖ may be imposed such that
Ve(e(tai )) ≤ VM and Vê(ê(t

u
i )) ≤ VT , where VM, VT ∈ R>0

are the respective maximum bound and minimum thresh-
old. Since ‖ê(tui )‖ ≤ ‖e(tui )‖ + ‖ẽ(tui )‖ ≤ êT , it follows
that ‖e(tui )‖ ≤ êT and ‖ẽ(tui )‖ ≤ êT ; furthermore, since
‖e(tai )‖ ≤ ‖ê(tai )‖+‖ẽ(tai )‖ ≤ eM , it follows that ‖ê(tai )‖ ≤ eM

and ‖ẽ(tai )‖ ≤ eM . The selection on eM is also dictated by the
size of F , where the compact ball of radius eM must be less
than or equal to the inscribed ball of F in R

n.
Theorem 1: The trajectories of the switched systems gen-

erated by the family of subsystems described by (5) - (7),
and a piecewise constant, right-continuous switching signal
σ : [0,∞) → p ∈ {a, u} are globally uniformly ultimately
bounded provided the switching signal satisfies the minimum
feedback availability dwell-time condition

�tai ≥ −1

min(λs, λẽ)
ln

(
min

(
êT(‖e(tai )‖ + ‖ẽ(tai )‖

) , 1

))
,

(11)

and the maximum loss of feedback dwell-time condition

�tui ≤ ln(Xmin), (12)

where Xmin is a subsequently defined positive constant.
Proof: While p = a, it can be shown from (8) - (10) that

e(t) and ẽ(t) are globally exponentially stable with the bounds

‖e(t)‖ ≤ ‖e(tai )‖e−λs�tai , (13)

‖ẽ(t)‖ ≤ ‖ẽ(tai )‖e−λẽ�tai . (14)

Utilizing the relationship ê(t) = e(t) − ẽ(t) =⇒
‖ê(t)‖ ≤ ‖e(t)‖ + ‖ẽ(t)‖ =⇒ ‖ê(t)‖ ≤
‖e(tai )‖e−λs�tai + ‖ẽ(tai )‖e−λẽ�tai ≤ ‖e(tai )‖e− min(λs,λẽ)�tai +
‖ẽ(tai )‖e− min(λs,λẽ)�tai =⇒ ‖ê(t)‖ ≤ (‖e(tai )‖ +
‖ẽ(tai )‖)e− min(λs,λẽ)�tai . Based on the convergence rate of
‖ê(t)‖, the minimum dwell-time condition can be derived as
‖ê(tui )‖ ≤ êT =⇒ (‖e(tai )‖ + ‖ẽ(tai )‖)e− min(λs,λẽ)�tai ≤ êT ,
and therefore the minimum dwell-time condition in (11) can
be obtained by solving the inequality.

While p = u, it can be shown from (8) - (10) that the
evolution of ê(t) and ẽ(t) are bounded by

‖ê(t)‖ ≤ ‖ê(tui )‖e−λs�tui , (15)

‖ẽ(t)‖ ≤
√

‖ẽ(tui )‖2e2λu�tui − δ

2λu

(
1 − e2λu�tui

)
. (16)

Utilizing the relationship e(t) = ê + ẽ(t),
‖e(t)‖ ≤ ‖ê(t)‖ + ‖ẽ(t)‖ =⇒ ‖e(t)‖ ≤
‖ê(tui )‖e−λs�tui +

√
‖ẽ(tui )‖2e2λu�tui − δ

λu
(1 − e2λu�tui ).

Substituting in the desired error bound of e(tai+1) ≤ eM and
performing algebraic manipulations yields ‖ê(tui )‖2X−2λs −
2eM‖ê(tui )‖X−λs − ‖ẽ(tui )‖2X2λu − δ

2λu
X2λu + e2

M + δ
2λu

≥ 0,

where X = e�tui . Numerical solutions for X can be computed,
and by taking the natural logarithm on the minimum positive,
real solution Xmin ∈ R≥1, the maximum dwell-time condition
can be derived.

Remark 1: A more conservative bound on the maxi-
mum dwell-time condition in (12) for continuous state
estimates can be derived by upper bounding ‖ê(t)‖ by
‖ê(t)‖ ≤ ‖ê(tui )‖e−λs�tui ≤ ‖ê(tui )‖ to yield �tui ≤

1
2λu

ln(
(eM−‖ê(tui )‖)2+ δ

2λu

‖ẽ(tui )‖2+ δ
2λu

).

A. Utilizing Reset Maps

The result in Theorem 1 relies on an observer to provide
state estimates when x(t) ∈ F , which results in a minimum
dwell-time condition. However, the minimum dwell-time con-
dition can be eliminated by using reset maps. Specifically,
it is possible to exploit reset maps to reset xσ,i to a new
path xσ,i+1 and x̂(t) to coincide x(t) at tai , i.e., upon every
instance of re-entry to F . However, imposing reset maps on
xσ and x̂(t) introduces a discontinuity in the error dynam-
ics; hence, a switched hybrid system analysis is required.
To facilitate the development, let E ⊂ P × P represent
a one-way transition from p = u to p = a. Let the reset
maps for xσ and x̂(t) be denoted as φσ : E × xσ,i → R

n

and φ̂ : E × R
n → R

n, respectively, and be designed as
φσ (E, xσ,i(t)) � xσ,i+1 and φ̂(E, x̂(t)) � x(t).

When xσi and x̂(t) are reset at tai , e(t) = ẽ(t) = 0,
and hence, ê(t) = 0. It can be shown that the switches
satisfy the sequence non-increasing condition described
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in [31], such that Ve(e(t
a−
i )) ≥ Ve(e(tai )), Vê(ê(t

a−
i )) ≥

Vê(ê(t
a
i )) and Vẽ(ẽ(t

a−
i )) ≥ Vẽ(ẽ(t

a
i )), where ta−

i � lim t → tai
from the left. Following a similar proof for Theorem 1, with
the exception that e(t) = ê(t) = ẽ(t) = 0 when p = a, the same
stability conditions can be obtained. Since eT > e(t) = 0,
the minimum tracking error condition is automatically and
instantaneously satisfied, indicating that x(t) may leave F
immediately upon entry, i.e., �tai ≥ 0. Utilizing ‖ê(tui )‖ = 0,
the maximum dwell-time condition can then be solved ana-
lytically as ‖ẽ(tui )‖2e2λu�tui − δ

2λu
e2λu�tui + e2

M + δ
2λu

≥ 0, and

therefore �tui ≤ 1
2λu

ln

(
e2

M+ δ
2λu

‖ẽ(tui )‖2+ δ
2λu

)
.

V. AUXILIARY TRAJECTORY DESIGN

Since xd denotes a path that lies outside the feedback region,
i.e., xd ⊂ Fc, x(t) must leave F while following xd, result-
ing in the loss of feedback. Therefore, an auxiliary trajectory
xσ (t) is designed for the agent to track so that x(t) fol-
lows xd to the extent possible given the dwell-time conditions
in (11) and (12). To facilitate the development of xσ (t), let the
closest orthogonal projection of xσ (t) on the boundary of F
be denoted as xb(t) ∈ R

n.
While x(t) ∈ Fc, ‖e(t)‖ can be upper bounded by eM when

the maximum dwell-time is reached, implying that there exist
a compact set B = {y ∈ R

n|‖y−xσ (t)‖ ≤ eM} such that x(t) ∈
B, ∀t. To compensate for the potential accumulation of error,
xσ (t) must penetrate a sufficient distance into F , motivating
the design of a cushion state xε(t) ∈ R

n as

xε(t) � xb(t) + �(t), (17)

where �(t) ∈ R
n, such that ‖�(t)‖ ≥ eM and there exist a

compact set A = {y ∈ R
n|‖y−xε(t)‖ ≤ ‖�(t)‖} such that A is

less than or equal to the inscribed ball of F in R
n. Therefore,

the requirement of x(t) ∈ B ⊆ A ⊆ F can be satisfied if
xσ (t) coincides with xε(t) when the maximum dwell-time is
reached.

VI. DESIGN EXAMPLE

To illustrate the developed framework, consider an example
controller designed as

v
(
xp(t), t

)
� ẋσ (t) −

(
k + d̄2

ε
In

)(
xp(t) − xσ (t)

)

− f
(
xp(t), t

)
, (18)

where xp(t) = x(t) when p = a and xp(t) = x̂(t) when p = u,

k ∈ R
n×n is a constant, positive-definite gain matrix, In is a

n×n identity matrix, and ε ∈ R>0 a design parameter. In (18),
the design structure remains the same for all p, where only the
input signal switches between using x(t) or x̂(t).

Examples of the state estimate update laws for the observer
and predictor are given as

˙̂x(t) �
{

f (x̂(t), t) + v(x(t), t) + vr(ẽ(t)), p = a,

f (x̂(t), t) + v(x̂(t), t), p = u,
(19)

where vr(ẽ(t)) ∈ R
n contains a high-frequency sliding-mode

term to compensate for disturbances and is designed as

vr(ẽ(t)) � kẽẽ(t) + d̄sgn(ẽ(t)), (20)

where kẽ ∈ R
n×n is a constant, positive-definite gain matrix.

Unlike the development in [29] and [30], the controller does
not require canceling terms since the controller receives x(t)
as feedback when p = a and the robustifying term is not
added to the predictor when p = u. Additionally, the con-
troller and observer designs are decoupled and can be designed
independently under the framework developed in Section IV.

After taking the time derivative of (2) - (4), substitut-
ing in (1) and (18) - (20) and selecting the candidate
Lyapunov-like functions as Ve(e(t)) � 1

2 eT(t)e(t), Vê(ê(t)) �
1
2 êT(t)ê(t) and Vẽ(ẽ(t)) � 1

2 ẽT(t)ẽ(t), the known, positive con-
stants in (8) -(10) are determined as λs = k, λẽ = kẽ − c,
λu = c + 1

2 , λs > 0, and δ = 1
2 d̄2, where k > 0 and kẽ > c

are the minimum eigenvalues of k and kẽ, respectively, and
c ∈ R>0 is a Lipschitz constant. The tracking error ‖e(t)‖
is shown to exponentially converge ∀‖e(t)‖ >

√
ε

4λs
. Hence,

the dwell-time conditions can be derived accordingly, where
êT >

√
ε

4λs
.

To illustrate the design of the auxiliary trajectory, an
example of xσ (t) using an observer is given as

xσ,i(t) �

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

ρa
i xε(t) + (

1 − ρa
i

)
xb(t), tai ≤ t < tui ,

ρu1
i xb(t) + (

1 − ρu1
i

)
g(xd, t), tui ≤ t < tu1

i ,

g(xd, t), tu1
i ≤ t < tu2

i ,

ρu3
i g(xd, t) + (

1 − ρu3
i

)
xε(t), tu2

i ≤ t < tu3
i ,

(21)

where g : xd × R → R
n maps t to the desired state in xd,

ρa
i , ρu1

i , ρu2
i and ρu3

i are time-based ratios designed as ρa
i �

t−tai
�tai

and ρ
u(j+1)
i � t−(tui +∑j

k=0 pk�tui )

pj+1�tui
, j ∈ {0, 1, 2}, the weights

used to partition the maximum dwell-time are denoted by pk ∈
[0, 1), and the corresponding partitions are denoted by tu(j+1)

i .
In addition, tu3

i coincides with tai+1, and �tai must be arbitrarily
lower bounded above zero to avoid a singularity in ρa

i .
If a reset map is used instead of the observer, the auxiliary

trajectory can be designed as

xσ,i(t) �

⎧⎨
⎩

ρu1
i x(t) + (

1 − ρu1
i

)
g(xd, t), tui ≤ t < tu1

i ,

g(xd, t), tu1
i ≤ t < tu2

i ,

ρu3
i g(xd, t) + (

1 − ρu3
i

)
xε(t), tu2

i ≤ t < tu3
i .

(22)

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two experiments are conducted to demonstrate the ability
of an unmanned air vehicle to follow a path that lies outside
a feedback region. Specifically, the objective is to exam-
ine the boundedness of the tracking error e(t), and therefore
stability of the system, throughout multiple revisits to the feed-
back region based on the dwell-time constraints established in
Theorem 1. Both experiments use the example controller and
predictor in (18) and (19), respectively. One experiment uses
the observer in (19) and (20) with xσ (t) given in (21). The
other experiment uses a reset map with xσ (t) given in (22).

For both experiments, a Parrot Bebop 2.0 quadcopter is used
as the unmanned air vehicle. The quadcopter is equipped with
a magnetometer, a 3-axis gyroscope, a 3-axis accelerometer,
and an optical-flow sensor. Estimates of the linear and angu-
lar velocities of the quadcopter are provided by the on-board
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Fig. 1. Overall path following result and the evolution of ‖e(t)‖ for contin-
uous state estimates. The tracking error is regulated below êT (bottom
dotted line) before leaving F and remains under eM (top dotted line) for
all times when outside of F. The vertical lines denote the instants when
x(t) enters and leaves F.

sensors at a rate of 5Hz. A ground station generates velocity
commands using the Robotic Operating System (ROS) Kinetic
framework in Ubuntu 16.04. The bebop_autonomy package
developed by [32] is used to broadcast velocity commands to
the quadcopter through a WiFi channel of 5GHz.

To simulate a feedback signal and record the ground truth
pose of the quadcopter, a NaturalPoint, Inc. OptiTrack motion
capture system is used. The feedback available region F
is defined as a region inside a 1-meter circle, and xd is a
1.5-meter circle with the same origin as F . Pose information
obtained from the motion capture system is used as feed-
back only when the quadcopter is inside F . Even though the
OptiTrack system continues to record pose information when
the quadcopter is outside the feedback region, the information
is only used as ground truth for comparison purposes. For both
experiments, on-board velocity measurements are utilized to
match the velocity commands generated by the ground station.

Simplified dynamics of the quadcopter are represented by
ẋ(t) = u(t) + d(t), where x(t) is the composite vector of
the Euclidean coordinates of the quadcopter with respect to the
inertial frame. For both experiments, the upper bound of the
disturbance is assumed to be d̄ = 0.05, and the controller and
update law are designed as described in Section VI, where
f (x, t) = f (x̂, t) = [

0 0 0
]T , k = 0.4I3, kẽ = 4I3, and

ε = 0.02.
The auxiliary trajectory xσ (t) is designed to follow xd with

an angular velocity of π
15 radians per second during tu1

i ≤ t <

tu2
i , and the partitions for the maximum dwell-time are selected

as p0 = 0, p1 = 0.4, p2 = 0.3, p3 = 0.3. The desired error
bound and threshold are selected as eM = 0.9 meters and
êT = 0.14 meters. Since single integrator dynamics are used

Fig. 2. Overall path following result and the evolution of ‖e(t)‖ for dis-
crete state estimates using a reset map. The tracking error is regulated
below êT (bottom dotted line) before leaving F and remains under eM
(top dotted line) for all times when outside of F. The vertical lines denote
the instants when x(t) enters and leaves F.

for the quadcopter, the Appendix provides a less conservative
minimum dwell-time condition that is implemented for both
experiments.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the experimental results using
the observer and reset map, respectively. When using the
observer, the quadcopter is allowed to remain in Fc for
16.10 seconds and is required to remain in F for 3.59 sec-
onds on average. When using the reset map, the quadcopter is
allowed 18.00 seconds in Fc and no minimum dwell-times
are required. In both experiments, the tracking error con-
verges exponentially when x(t) ∈ F and exhibits growth when
x(t) ∈ Fc, reflecting the analysis in Section IV. The growth of
‖e(t)‖ can be attributed to the open-loop tracking performance,
and various techniques (e.g., the use of inertial measurement
units or visual odometry) can be applied to minimize the
open-loop tracking error when x(t) ∈ Fc. The goal for both
experiments is to demonstrate the developed switching frame-
work that allows the quadcopter to compensate for the lack of
feedback and achieve timely loop-closures such that the track-
ing error growth stays bounded. As shown in Figures 1 and 2,
‖e(t)‖ is upper bounded by eM , and converges to below êT

before leaving F . Therefore, these experiments demonstrate
that the switching signal σ(t) generated by xσ (t) satisfies the
dwell-time conditions developed in Section IV and stabilizes
the overall system.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A novel method that establishes a switched systems frame-
work for path following under an intermittent state feedback
constraint is presented. Specifically, the presented method
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relieves the requirement of uninterrupted state feedback, and
allows the system to dwell in a feedback-denied region
for periods of time. In addition, applicable controllers and
observers from existing literature can be directly implemented
without altering the design structure, stability analysis, or gain
selection. Maximum and minimum dwell-time conditions are
developed via a Lyapunov-based, switched systems analysis
to guarantee stability of the overall system. Alternatively, the
analysis indicates that reset maps can also be utilized to elim-
inate the requirement of minimum dwell-time conditions. an
auxiliary trajectory is designed based on the dwell-time con-
ditions to regulate the states into the feedback region before
the tracking error exceeds a defined threshold. Two experi-
ments were performed to illustrate the control development
and trajectory design with and without using reset maps. The
results indicate that using reset maps allows the agent to spend
more time in the feedback denied region. Future research will
focus on the development of optimal path planning methods.
Additional research will also target cases where the feedback
region is time-varying or unknown.

APPENDIX

With single integrator dynamics, the estimation error
dynamics are upper bounded by ˙̃e(t) ≤ d̄ when p = u, and
therefore ẽ(t) exhibits a linear growth that can be bounded
by ‖ẽ(t)‖ ≤ ‖ẽ(tui )‖ + d̄(�tui ). Following the development in
Section IV, the maximum dwell-time can be derived by solv-
ing the inequality as ‖ê(tui )‖e−λs�tui +‖ẽ(tui )‖+ d̄(�tui ) ≤ eM,

‖ê(tui )‖ + ‖ẽ(tui )‖ + d̄(�tui ) ≤ eM, and therefore �tui ≤
eM−‖ê(tui )‖−‖ẽ(tui )‖

d̄
.
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